AUREX x-line – Innovative Vermessung von Großenrohren

Mit dieser iNOEX Technologie ist das Vermessen von Rohren bis 2500 mm kein Problem. Im Gegenteil: Große Rohre, große Einsparpotentiale. Seite 22
Wrap up your Dreams

Sica has plenty of successful installations of flexible pipe coilers and rigid pipe packaging machines all over the world. The number of coilers ordered are growing, and so are the models Sica can offer:

**Flash 450 NEW, Flash 700, Flash 700HS:** Automatic coilers for packing smooth and corrugated PVC, PE and PP pipes. Individual coils are wrapped along their diameter with bands of stretch film. (Patent on film wrapping.)

**Multilega 700, Multilega 1300:** Automatic coilers for smooth and corrugated PVC, PE and PP pipes. Packaging with heat-sealed PP straps.

**Technocoil 2200:** Automatic coilers with two-reel structure for flexible smooth and corrugated PVC, PE and PP pipes. Packaging with heat-sealed PP straps.

**Flash 450 was recently presented at Plast 2015 in Milan:**
The machine processes diameters from 8 to 25 mm, in short length coils covered with stretch film. The coiler has three reels with centralized adjustment controls, a film dispenser with electronic tension control, universal film cutting systems and variable-geometry reel unloading device. The machine is equipped with a wireless communication system for control of the main reel functions.

This latest machine is now on display in Sica together with the new **RoboJack 250 – Robotic pipe palletizer:** Automatic palletizing station for PVC, PE and PP pipes, with or without sockets, OD 32-250, 1 m to 6 m in length, for the simultaneous palletizing of two different pipe lengths on carts with wooden frames. The station is equipped with a pipe magazine and an anthropomorphic robot serving as the pipe handling unit, capable of alternating the position of the sockets in the pallet layers even with minimal area available for rotation of the pipe. This system can be custom-made to specific needs.

*Sica SpA, www.sica-italy.com*